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Introduction
I have been fascinated by language all my
life. Its sounds, cadences, grammatical structures,
dialects, expressions and idiosyncrasies seem
to provide an inexhaustible source of joy and
enchantment. When I was a child, perhaps eleven,
I had a red notebook which I filled with proverbs
and idioms that involved the use of the ‘Genitiv’, the
second of four grammatical cases in the German
language indicating someone possessing something.
I found pleasure in listing all expressions I could
possibly think of involving this specialty, this
grammatical treat. And whenever a new one popped
into my mind, it felt like a new gem added to a
precious collection.
In an artistic sense, I find myself being drawn
to the materiality and non-materiality of text, to the
impact that the look of language has on its content. I
am fascinated by the mechanism that turns language
into visual material by means of typography and
by the visual appearance which, once generated,
influences the content. Aesthetic circumstances
not only enable the perception of the semantics of
a word, but rendering the verbal visual also means
to exceed its semantics. Whenever language as
such turns into text and thereby – in addition to
its inherent linguistic existence – gains visibility,
it makes me wonder: in what ways does the visual
manifestation of a word touch upon its verbal
meaning?
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I attempt to address these thoughts by
analysing different phenomena revolving around
the experimental use of language in poetry
and visual art. The notion of meaning-as-use
formulated by Austrian-British philosopher Ludwig
Wittgenstein is crucial here as a starting point for
reflections upon ways in which the use of language
in visual art can bridge the gap between what can be
shown and what can be said.
Some issues I touch upon are:
I
II

to approach language as material
to generate meaning by building around and
distilling from existing structures
III to generate meaning by breaking apart existing
structures.
My investigations are a direct result of my
desire to express my fondness and felt artistic
kinship for ways of using language that are not
burdened by imposed narrative structures or
representational modes of storytelling, but open for
a free way of perceiving words, letters and signs as
such. Various artistic-poetic experiments are used to
investigate how words and punctuation marks can
‘make sense’ outside the constraints of conventional
modes of representation and narration. A word is
not a cast-iron entity, but an array of possibilities.
Reflecting this inherent multifariousness of
language and its richness in potential meanings, the
chapters complement each other to form a unity that
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does not need to be read chronologically, but offers
multiple perspectives and, I hope, ways of engaging
with the text.
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“poem”

I

approaching language as material
Christian Morgenstern’s poem

In an early stage of gathering material for this
paper, the poem
(Fish’s Nightsong) by German poet Christian
Morgenstern 1 revealed itself to me as one of the
examples I wanted to use. In the light of the fact
that I was attracted to the text for its visual-verbal
trespassing, I was surprised by my obliviousness
to a practical, maybe too obvious consequence of
this very feature: never actually having read it, I still
referred to the object of investigation as a ‘poem’. Is
readability a constitutive element of poetry? Or have
we entered the realm of visual art treating language
as material?
seems
to be a vivacious example of a piece of text created
in the transition area between visual and verbal
meaning.
The text at hand – apart from its title – visually
certifies its abandonment of language. The poem is
constructed purely of macrons and breves: metrics
that, according to their initial function, do not have
any meaning of their own, but instead function
as mere tools, meta semantic signs used for the
analysis of poems. Drawn above the lines of the
actual lyrical text, they indicate whether a syllable
is to be pronounced as a short or a long one. The
piece may look like a fish, like closed eyelids or like
reflections of moonlight on a water surface slightly
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ruffled by the wind. Unlike these associations
stirred up by the visuality of the text piece, the signs
themselves neither possess any phonetic value nor
are they a reference to any semantic sense.
What can be regarded as pure nonsense
can also be an entrance into musings on the
entanglement of content and form. Throughout the
history of structural linguistics, much research has
been done on the relationship between word and
world. According to Swiss linguist and semiotician
Ferdinand de Saussure there is nothing compelling
) and the
about the bind between a word (the
2
object it refers to (the
): calling a bird ‘bird’,
for example, is not logical, but completely arbitrary.
As opposed to this proposition by Saussure, an
onomatopoeia is a word created to phonetically
3
of a
.
mimic what it refers to, a
The world of animal sounds offers brilliant
examples, e.g. a bird’s singing being vocalized as
ciu-ciu in Albanian, twiet twiet, tjierp, tjielp tsjilp in
Dutch, or tsif tsif in Hebrew. Morgenstern uses signs
that do not have any phonetic counter value which
could allow for an onomatopoetic interpretation
of the text piece: confronting the reader/viewer
with his or her own inability to actually pronounce
the text synchronises this reading experience
with the muteness of the fish that the text not only
refers to but also conveys sensuously. My own
attempt to build this bridge from the word (or more
) to the world, the
accurately in this case: the
, was obstructed by the self-referentiality of
the signs, turning my gaze straight back to the signs
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themselves. Leaving behind their initial purpose,
the signs gain autonomy, making the poem appear
as an abstract image which becomes perceivable on
a visual, rhythmical level rather than on a semantic
as
one –
put by minimalist Carl Andre 4, whose fondness
for self-referential grids and structures manifests
in poetry and sculpture. In any case, traditional
semiotic models seem to have been disrupted here.
The mute signs offer passive resistance against the
imposition of any narrative, as if they do not want to
be complicit in the process of generating meaning
and instead serenely protect their subtlety among
other – perhaps more vociferous – characters in the
linguistic realm. The poem seems to be a gesture
of generosity; a space that has been carved out to
be filled in or not to be filled in; an offer; a pool of
possibilities. I find it highly liberating to be offered
space instead of content or rather space as content.
Someone who apparently shares my feelings
of relief is American poet and professor Ann
Lauterbach, who is outspoken about experiencing
narratives as downright ‘polluting’:
‘Poetry resists false linkages... Both
conventional narrative strategies and the
mimesis of visual description are inadequate
to the demands of contemporary experience...
Resisting false linkages while discovering,
recovering, uncovering new ones, poets
might help sweep the linguistic path of its
polluting and coercive narratives, helping us
17

to reperceive the world and each other with
efficacy, compassion, humor and mutual
regard.’ 5
Lauterbach, born in 1942, addresses
contemporary poetry, but to look at
from 1905 through
the lens of ‘the demands of contemporary
experience’ is enticing: Morgenstern’s piece keeps
pace with those demands in a remarkably effortless
way, offering a plethora of potential meanings
instead of employing said narratives that nauseate
Lauterbach. The poem refers to nothing but itself.
Considering what was contemporary at the time
of its initial publication, the boldness of using the
metrics in such a free-floating way appears even
more clearly. Perhaps my favourite way of seeing
the piece is as a template for countless yet unwritten
poems:
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A resemblance with musical notations becomes
visible, a duality of being both an autonomous
text as well as a call to action, an implied sense of
performativity. The feeling of space and openness,
of something that might, but needn’t necessarily
be added, shows a certain similarity to the way
Yoko Ono employs an economy of means in her
instruction pieces published in a book called
Grapefruit in 1964. 6 Ono was trained classically
as an operatic student, so the resemblance of her
pieces with musical scores is no coincidence.
one of
her pieces pleads. How many people may have
obeyed her order? Does it even matter for the piece?
Regardless of how many or how few people have
followed her instruction, the physical presence
of the piece printed on paper is unwavering. Both
pieces –
and Ono’s
– gain their strength from the friction
between their conciseness and their authors’
acknowledgement that the outcome is beyond their
control. The conceptual gesture that is at the core
of these pieces is one of high precision, yet their
interpretation is to be defined and re-defined at the
moment of reception. A like-minded generosity
is present, a direct, but open-ended one-way
communication. Very much in line with the humility
that I feel is present in Morgenstern’s way of using
signs, American writer Lisa Carver notes about Yoko
Ono:
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7

Standing back, holding back, keeping one’s
mouth shut: fitting with the recurring notion of
presence and absence, in the preface of Grapefruit,
Ono commands to burn the book after reading it,
reducing to ashes the paper and with it, inevitably,
the content – at least on a material level.
Another avid admirer of Morgenstern was
none other than Gerrit Rietveld. I would assert –
without wanting to make assumptions that are too
far-fetched – that there is something of an aesthetic
affinity between the way the signs point at what
is not there in
and the way Rietveld constructed his Red and Blue
Chair, using thin wooden beams and plates only as
a material necessity to define and accentuate the
space between them. But that might be another topic.
Morgenstern creates a new awareness around
the notion of looking for and finding meaning. The
title of his poem to some degree frames the signs
and anchors them in an image, the night song of
the fish, something sweet for the mind to hold on
to, something still quite close to nocturnal images
of nature in German Romanticism. However, I
consider what we have in front of us – this concise
21

and, dare I say, ultra-conceptual composition of
instructive signs – to be much more than a night
song of a fish. I would go as far as claiming that it is
a radical inquiry into what a poem is and can be:

to borrow words from philosopher Mladen
Dolar. 8 What I would argue is most radical about
the poem, though, is that the use of the macrons and
breves has been shifted from their initial descriptive
function to being expressive in their own right.
Expressive (and often self-referential) ways of using
signs, letters and numbers have reappeared in visual
art under various labels, e.g. Surrealism, Lettrism,
Dada, Fluxus, Pop Art, Conceptual Art and Text and
Image. Language increasingly being understood as
since the 1960s, as proclaimed
by American artist Robert Smithson, 9 has made it
commonplace for contemporary artists to take the
use of language as a material for granted and create
work that could not live in the realm of visual art
10
without a fierce
– including language.
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II

generating meaning by building around
and distilling from existing structures
Natalie Czech’s photographic series Il Pleut
by Guillaume Apollinaire and Hidden Poems

To be able to extract meaning from letters and
the patterns woven from them – texts – one has to
have acquired a certain skill: reading. More than
785 million adults in the world have not had the
chance to acquire this skill, meaning that one in
1
five humans perceives texts as
,
something we can relate to when we think, for
example, of vertical rows of Asian signs that
we can solely look at unless we are, by some
chance, familiar with the decoding of those signs.
Supposedly, the perception of pictures works
quite differently: generally assumed to not call
for the skilful deciphering of coded meaning,
images appear to manifest themselves in a directly
perceivable, democratic way. Interestingly though,
in an interview conducted for the documentary
Conceptual Paradise, artist John Baldessari stated
that ‘one of the challenges of any good art’ was to
offer something of interest to ‘the most aesthetically
cultivated person’ as well as to ‘the most visually
illiterate person’, thus clearly assuming varying
degrees of visual literacy among his audience. 2 Art
and language are interrelated in a multitude of ways.
Fine arts have always been sustained by language,
yet at the same time, the romantic claim that the
art work itself bears something metaphysical that
25

cannot be approximated with words maintains its
significance. The experience of being speechless
in front of a work of art reveals the problematics
of language in a very tangible way: using words
to circle around what one sees and feels, one
oftentimes simultaneously becomes aware of a
gap between what one says and what one aims
to say. Instead of instilling their viewers with a
suitable and compelling vocabulary, art works often
3
seem to simply reveal the
.
Reassuringly, in his Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus,
philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein remarked that:

4

is a poem
so visual that it might be best placed on the very
outpost of poetry, a place that blends in with visual
art. Approaching the visual-verbal spectrum from
the other side, language-based works of art often
strongly rely on the visual features of language,
which of course does not diminish the presence of
an actual meaning. That being said, it appears that
the permeation of art by language does not make
the situation any less
– on the contrary:
both visual and verbal, to be looked at as well as to
be read, language-based art works introduce an area
that is hovering between the inherent referentiality
of words and their potential as visual entities, as
brought forwards by the Cubists, for example, who
used words as pictorial elements in painting. In the
26

1960s and ‘70s, some conceptual artists went as far
as claiming language as an entity almost completely
emancipated from its role as
, thus in
many cases consciously dismissing the linguistic
implication of words in favour of an approach that
stressed their material properties. In the foreword
to her book Words to Be Looked At 5, art historian
and critic Liz Kotz comments on the sometimes
complicated twofold role that language plays in
art, igniting battles between verbal and visual
signification time and again:

This chapter looks at different processes
of words becoming images. Two sets of work
by visual artist Natalie Czech – whose artistic
practice is ‘opening up the connections between
photography and writing in such a way as to
eventually obscure their distinction’ 6 – will be
used as tools for reflecting upon the reciprocity of
the visual appearance and the content of texts, the
interweaving of semantics and visual presentation.
The first work, a photographic series called ll Pleut
by Guillaume Apollinaire takes as its starting point the
calligram
(It’s Raining) by the French
poet Apollinaire (1880-1918). 7 The characteristic
feature of a calligram is that the words’ visual
appearance is matched with their meaning, creating
27

a synchronicity between content and form. Visually
alluding to lines of rain drops, Apollinaire chose to
arrange the letters vertically instead of horizontally,
which does not extinguish the possibility of reading
them, but does impart a distinct visual presence to
the text.

It’s Raining
It’s raining women’s voices as if they had died
even in memory/
And it’s raining you as well marvellous
encounters of my life O little drops/
Those rearing clouds begin to neigh a whole
universe of auricular cities/
Listen if it rains while regret and disdain weep
to an ancient music/
Listen to the bonds fall off which hold you
above and below / 8
28

Czech invited several writers with different
mother tongues to write texts that embed the letters
of the calligram – in their initial position on the page
– within a new text (which would not be possible
without the change of reading direction performed
by Apollinaire). The new texts host the Apollinairian
letters in new havens: written in English, French,
German, Portuguese and Italian, they allow the
letters to blend in, rendering the calligram invisible
on a page now evenly populated by letters. Czech,
who graduated in photography at Kunstakademie
Düsseldorf in 2005, lets the calligram reappear
amidst the new text by making a move that stresses
the materiality of both texts: a series of photographs
shows the texts printed on the page of a booklet
and mounted on a colourful backdrop, with the
calligram highlighted in acrylic paint directly on the
enlarged photograph.
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The second work, the photographic series
Hidden Poems, acts as the methodological
counterpart to ll Pleut by Guillaume Apollinaire.
While in the case of the former, letters were used as
beacons in the sea of language, pointers to navigate
around and to elegantly pick up, Hidden Poems uses
texts found in a variety of print media as a starting
point: newspaper and magazine pages, Sol LeWitt’s
Sentences on Conceptual Art 9, letters and illustrated
books. Czech extracts existing poems from this basic
raw material by simply highlighting the respective
words with a pencil or a marker pen. The process
of reading texts ‘through each other’, of a text
‘transpiring through, stuttering itself into existence,
into enunciation’ 10 as phrased by Czech, is again
concluded with a photograph of the two entangled
texts.
One poem that Czech found in an illustrated
book among other, supposedly unrelated, words is a
poem by the American minimalist poet Robert Lax,
which shows a strong verbal-visual entanglement:
rather minimal in scope, the 28 words used are
strung together in a compact vertical composition,
simultaneously broken apart and linked together
by means of erratic line breaks that sometimes
even cut through words. Lax composes his poems
with such all-entailing aesthetic devotion that any
binary thinking about the literary versus the visual
treatment of words seems to have become obsolete.
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Some years ago, classical modes of writing
started to increasingly instil in me a kind of
inexplicable unease. The traditional model of
sender-message-receiver, the idea of a text serving
as a mere medium for a message being transmitted
from author to reader, the idea of the protagonist
being called Anna or Sarah, and eventually even the
idea of a novel entailing a plot just felt pretty dated.
This aversion must have been a fertile ground for a
profound fondness for conceptual art to grow, an art
form which proposes more abstract ways of coming
to terms with the world. The two works by Natalie
Czech establish ways of using language that disrupt
said models. Gracefully undermining the authority
of the text, the works follow the same process in
reverse motion: in the case of Il Pleut by Guillaume
Apollinaire the smallest units that language can
be broken down to – letters – are used as starting
points to write a net of content around them. Hidden
Poems performs the opposite action: the entity of a
text is used as raw material from which words are
distilled, hence going from a large body of text to
small fragments. Placed on the same Moebius strip
of language, both works call for a reconsideration
of the idea of clearly defined artistic ownership.
Following this line of thinking, I am almost inclined
to read Lax’s poem as an interpretation of the
working method of Czech by assuming the words by
Lax and the letters by Apollinaire to be rivers, being
temporarily extracted from and led back to the sea
that is language.
Czech treats the texts she works with in the
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artistic tradition of the found object. 11 What fascinates
me most about her artistic strategy is that revealing,
hinting at, making visible is given preference over
actual creation – suggestion rather than imposition.
Taking pre-existing texts as a point of departure,
Czech lucidly observes and materialises her
observations by taking photographs of moments
in which texts happen to meet. She alludes to the
boundaries between texts not being fundamental,
but gradual and evolving, simply because all texts,
rivers if you please, cannot escape the fact that they
share the same vocabulary as a source material, the
sea. In their book on Ludwig Wittgenstein called
Wittgenstein’s Vienna 12, professor of philosophy
Allan Janik and philosopher Stephen Toulmin also
use the sea as a metaphor to elaborate on the allencompassing nature of language:

They proceed to comment on the fluidity of
language by adding that

13

, this
Czech is very aware of this
constant rebirth of letters and words in different
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contexts and of the resulting difficulty of assuming
clearly defined authorship. I find it remarkable how
her work stays away from a didactic way of pointing
to the presence of one text within another. Rather
than performing a magic trick that lets something
vanish only to let it pop up elsewhere, her work is
suggestive of the mutual dependence and radical
coexistence of all literary material in between,
around, on top of and next to each other. By
creating fields of tension between found materials,
new sets of interdependencies arise, new potential
meanings emerge between the words, between
the letters even. Rather than functioning as the
containers of solidified meaning, the new texts draw
on intertextual linkages and on the newly created
and ever-shifting fusions of existing materials –
hybrid text creatures living in between other texts.
Artist and language-animal Tine Melzer 14, in turn
referring to Wittgenstein, remarks on this topic:

It appears as if Czech moves around in this
with great ease. She
treats all texts with the same degree of respect,
expecting potential for poetic charge in descriptive
texts or newspaper articles as much as in poems by
40

20th century avant-garde poets such as Gertrude
Stein, Robert Lax, E.E. Cummings or Tan Lin. The
same spirit is present in the way she uses revelation
and concealment to revise the found material.
Modifying the texts by crossing out, encircling
and highlighting words and letters, she never
changes the texts beyond recognition, consistently
maintaining the option to trace back the initial form
as well as leaving space for multi-faceted dialogues
between the materials. These materials may initially
have come from very different sources, but the
framework in which they meet supports the dignity
of them both.
Another feature present in both Il Pleut by
Guillaume Apollinaire and in Hidden Poems is their
approach to challenging the borders between
text and image. Regarding image and language as
antagonists or, at least, as fundamentally different
realms appears to be a rather constitutive feature
of the way our society is structured: to start with
an example from my immediate surrounding, I
would like to suggest a closer look at the name of a
department at the Gerrit Rietveld Academie: Beeld en
Taal (Image and Language). Choosing the neutral
conjunction ‘and’ keeps the vast areas of language
and image juxtaposed instead of rhetorically
allowing for overlaps or entanglements. Similarly,
the name of an event taking place at the academy
on a regular basis – Show & Tell – verbally assumes
a split between the two supposedly different
processes. While both of these examples take up a
non-judgemental position towards the split between
41

image and language, the journalistic paradigm Show,
Don’t Tell implies that images have supremacy over
texts. A commonly quoted platitude even claims that
‘a picture is worth a thousand words’, 15 blatantly
weighing up the alleged opponents in a quantitative
way. This idiomatic phrase, not very sophisticated
to start with, quickly discredits itself, though, as
even a superficial internet search suffices to show
the saying being attributed alternately to Confucius,
Napoleon Bonaparte or simply being classified
as a ‘Chinese proverb’. In actual fact, though, it is
likely to stem from American advertising strategies,
praising the compelling immediacy of pictures as
opposed to long-winded verbal elaborations.
Whatever the case, Czech’s photographs
include both, but eschew conclusive allocation
to the categories of either image or language. Like
pictures that can be viewed in two ways (one
of the most famous ones being the Duck-Rabbit
illusion by Joseph Jastrow, a picture in which one
can see a duck as well as a rabbit, but never both
a the same time), 16 Czech’s work establishes a
condition of ambiguity that is mutually dependent
and mutually exclusive: at the moment of looking
at the picture, one cannot possibly read the text.
Conversely, in order to read the text, one has to
surrender to the linear scanning of the lines which
excludes a simultaneous perception of the letters
as visual elements of equal importance for the
overall composition. Both works require an active
and discursive way of engaging with them in a
sensuous as well as in an intellectual way – and
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whether this involves reading the image, looking
at the text or something in between might not be
the most pressing question. I Have Nothing to Say,
Only to Show – this title of a 2012 solo exhibition by
Czech reveals the artist’s awareness of the different
cognitive processes her works touch upon, implying
that the photographs are something to look at, while
it cannot be ignored that they also say something. 17
Wittgenstein asserts that:
18

However, Czech’s text-photographs blur the
distinction between what can be said and what can
be shown by establishing a condition for the words
to be read, thus perceived on a content-level, that
strongly relies on visual features. Her way of taking
pictures of texts acknowledges that a written text to
some degree is a picture in itself already, while at
the same time, the photographs of a text remain as
readable as a notebook page. 19
As much as we are trained to see content
20
and form, the
and its
, as opponents,
I really feel that it is time to finally allow these
components to enter a productive dialogue, a
mutually supportive intertwining that acknowledges
the importance of them both. In their book A
Thousand Plateaus 21, published in 1980, philosopher
Gilles Deleuze and psychiatrist and political
activist Félix Guattari refer to Danish linguist Louis
Hjelmslev to stress the advantages of engaging in a
holistic take on the interwoven nature of the what
43

and the how of language:
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III generating meaning by breaking apart
existing structures
Ewa Partum’s performance Active Poetry
The Italian Futurist Filippo Tommaso Marinetti
disdained the imprisonment of words in books. He
aimed to resolve this dilemma by making big posters
which – in an attempt to create a visual equivalent
to the simultaneousness of modern-day city life –
presented words and letters simultaneously, freeing
them from the linearity of books, which he thought
were a bourgeois lockup. Unsurprisingly, one of
the demands Marinetti expressed in the Futurist
Manifesto in 1909 was the catchphrase ‘parole in
libertà’: words in freedom. 1
If we think of language as an infinitely
continuable system built from interlocking elements
of different sizes, then Marinetti’s liberation of
words from books has been developed further by
Polish artist Ewa Partum. Partum, who works with
poetry, performance and film, not only freed words
from books, but took Marinetti’s demand to the
next level, onto macro scale, by freeing letters from
the clusters that they got put into to form words
in the first place. In one performance undertaken
as part of the performance series Active Poetry,
realized between 1971–1973, Partum scatters single
letters that were contained in an excerpt of James
Joyce’s iconic novel Ulysses 2 in various outside
locations: on a shore, in a backyard or on the peak
of a mountain. Initially published in 1922, Ulysses is
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widely regarded as one of the most game-changing
works of literature of the last century, for it was
the first time that the, then revolutionary, streamof-consciousness technique was used throughout
an entire novel. The technique used by Joyce
to describe one single day on 783 pages breaks
up linear narrative structures by interweaving
the description of the actual events taking place
in this given time span with sudden and noncohesive interjections of thoughts, associations,
off-topic memories, description of sounds and
other sensuous impressions or entangled shifts of
perspective. On a side note: I put my copy of Ulysses
on the kitchen scale and found out that it weighs 0,8
kg. Being aware of the silliness of my experiment,
I told my mother about my deed, whereupon she
remarked that the book would be just as heavy if it
contained only empty pages. This point is hard to
deny of course, but while the weight of the book
does not need Ulysses in it to exist, Ulysses does need
some kind of material support to exist: a book, a
kindle, a computer document, a bunch of pages –
even a voice reading the text out is something.
To return to the main line of thought: using
language in such a fragmented way was an attempt
to approximate the text to the working of the
consciousness with its many likewise non-cohesive
streams. Joyce himself, who – marginally noted –
was so exhausted upon finishing Ulysses that he did
not write anything for a year, proudly asserted:
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‘I have included so many riddles and secrets
that Ulysses will keep professors on their toes
for centuries, quarrelling over what I might
have meant; for this is the only way to secure
for oneself immortality.’ 3
Unimpressed by Joyce’s ostentatious
demeanour, Ewa Partum did not care about figuring
out what he ‘might have meant’. I saw the film
documentation of Active Poetry in an exhibition in
Graz, Austria 4 and was struck by the conceptual
purity that the gesture exuded: there goes the
masterpiece, being swirled around in the wind by
a natural force. If we regard culture as a wheel that
can keep turning only on the condition of receiving
a push once in a while, Partum’s contribution to
the motion of the wheel was not the intellectual
examination of Ulysses, but the clearing of the
clutter until all that was left was a bare-bone
inventory of the material that allowed Joyce to write
Ulysses. Partum took a leap forward by igniting a
transgression to a state of consciousness where
all bonds like names, syntax, semantics, sense,
grammar and obligation to meaning simply fall
off. While Marinetti performed a turn away from
the linear towards the simultaneous, Partum went
from the linear to the sculptural, literally filling
three dimensions with letters that used to be strung
together in neat rows, page after page. She lends the
text ephemerality and spaciousness. The order of
the letters that emerged as a result of Joyce’s writing
is not merely substituted by an ordering principle
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of another kind, but the whole material basis of the
text is put in a state of eternal flux, surrendering to a
constant reshaping caused by natural forces.
Partum’s performance conveys devotion and
humility, it bears witness to a deeply spiritual
dedication, hinting at the potentiality of language
which amazes us time and again because of its
very impossibility to be grasped entirely. It feels
like Partum suggests that – even though created by
humans – language might be something we do not
own after all. Wittgenstein’s notion of ‘
’
also enters the picture again. Partum refrains from
saying something definite for the sake of addressing
the
imposed by ordering
principles such as grammar and syntax. She gestures
towards the area that according to Wittgenstein 5
is by default situated outside of language – the
unsayable:

The dispersal of letters in various outside
locations (none of which has any apparent
connection with the contents of Ulysses) calls for a
reconsideration of the bond between
and
, opting for a new calibration of meaning.
For me, it was a moment of exceptional clarity to
realize that everything ever written in the seemingly
infinite spectrum of text in Latin writing is based
on different combinations of the same 26 letters
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and an array of punctuation marks. Much later,
when my astonishment had settled, I coincidentally
discovered that Galileo Galilei praised the alphabet
as the ‘greatest invention that had ever been made’
for the same reason. 6
Unlike Natalie Czech, who seems to be in
complete control of the artistic process, Ewa Partum
lets the wind take care of the letters. The simplicity
with which she unveils the unsubstantiality of
Joyce’s ambition to secure himself immortality
by declaring Ulysses to be the material evidence of
his life is striking. However, her action elegantly
eschews the question whether her attitude towards
Joyce’s Ulysses is affirmative or oppositional.
Instead, she creates a situation in which the will of
a human is confronted with the will of nature, as if
Partum was asking an open-ended question of man
versus god. By detaching the letters from where they
used to belong, she makes them accessible again as
open source material, frees them from the Joycian
‘imprisonment’ – ultimately, she reclaims the letters’
right to simply be themselves.
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I would like to conclude with an excerpt from
The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas by American
novelist, poet and playwright Gertrude Stein. In
this alleged auto-biography, published in 1933, Stein
– a literary figure of the 20th century of similar
greatness (and self-confidence) as Joyce – places
herself in the shoes of her life-long partner Alice
B. Toklas, hence talking about herself in the third
person. In the excerpt at hand, Stein tells the story
of her novel Three Lives being transcribed from a
hand-written manuscript to a typewritten version.
Incidentally, this process also allowed letters to
simply remain what they are – namely letters and
nothing else: 7
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IV

boiling water until it evaporates
concluding with Bruce Lee

Language is an every-day activity, a
commonplace practice, a constitutive feature
of social structures. Speaking and hearing,
writing and reading are part of human nature. As
1
,
speaking and writing about language, however, can
be an intricate endeavour, since the content is also
the medium and vice versa.
Just like water is running through the world
in an incessant circuit, the works considered in
this paper (likewise affiliated with water each in
their own way) also seem to be situated in different
places or at different stages on the same loop of
language. Maybe it is because the poets and artists
mentioned arrived at an understanding of language
that presumes similar formless and colourless
qualities in language as are found in water. Let
me, very briefly, list the aspects that allowed me to
reflect on the materiality and on the non-materiality,
on the context-dependent interweaving, on the
mutual dependence and distinct autonomy, on the
linearity and liberty of language: to begin with,
cannot be read out
loud, as it is made of signs that are unsayable. A
fact that – notwithstanding its obviousness – filled
me with bewilderment. Even if one overcame the
difficulty of singing under water, the impermeable
quality of water would absorb the sound waves,
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making the pronunciation of the poem as mute as
its inscription. Yoko Ono wants us to listen to the
sound of underground water, suggesting that one
might come across an otherworldly language if
is an
listening devotedly enough. Her
example of an art work that could spark debates on
what actually constitutes the work: a performance or
its written testimony in the form of an event score.
Guillaume Apollinaire’s calligram lets poetry rain
down on its reader in tiny particles, giving space to
its beauty and subtlety by marginally slowing down
our perception of the words as reading vertically
goes against our habit of reading from left to
right. Natalie Czech’s photographic series Il Pleut
by Guillaume Apollinaire and Hidden Poems revolve
around the mutual dependence of all words and
letters, problematizing as well as partially reversing
the split between visual and verbal understanding,
between what is intellectually and what is visually
perceivable. Robert Lax ponders his place in the
world –
does/eve/ry/riv/er/run/to/the/sea/&/is/the/
sea/a/home/for/me/?/
– while Allan Janik and Stephen Toulmin
compare language to the ocean, because it
in
the same way as language simultaneously separates
and joins people. Lastly, Ewa Partum cremates a
part of Joyce’s Ulysses, scattering its letters into the
sea or into the wind, in either case not burying them
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underground, but reintroducing them to the eternal
circuit of language around which we revolve, and
which revolves around us.
The law of conservation of mass states that
mass is neither created nor destroyed during
chemical or physical reactions. Similarly, my
impression is that language may incessantly change
its gestalt, but that there is also something to it,
some quality within, that preserves the content
and carries it through the transformations without
letting it lose its essence –

as phrased by Wittgenstein. 2 Language – as an
autonomous substance as well as as a container
for non-material content – undergoes continual
transformations, but the circuit that it is enclosed
in is eternal. It is all about streams: about streamsof-consciousness or higher-consciousness-streams;
3
about words having
;
about the transitional stream from one aggregate
phase to another; about boiling water until it
evaporates and rains down on the fertile ground of
artistic evolution. How to navigate through this fluid
world? I leave the ultimate advice up to Bruce Lee: 4
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Empty your mind
Be formless, shapeless
like water
Water can flow
or it can crash
be water my friend
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I owe the title of this thesis to a language
experiment initiated by poet Pascale Petit, in which
ten sentences were generated from a collectively
created ‘active poetry vocabulary’ in response to
Ewa Partum.
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